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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 372, Sunday November 17, 2013
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Wobble Moment
As this Pole Shift ning blog shows, a webcam in Mexico, facing East, shows the scene growing brighter just after sundown, then plunged quickly into
darkness. On October 1, 2013 the setting Sun is seen reflected on the clouds in the East, between 6:00 pm and 7:00 pm. It steadily sets, as the
reflection on the cloudbank shows. At 6:16 pm the entire cloudbank is illuminated, but by 6:40 pm only the top of the cloudbank is illuminated. At
6:48 pm the Sun has descended in the West so that no direct light from the Sun is illuminating the cloudbank. Yet at 6:56 pm something has happened
to cast more light into the scene, which is cast into intense darkness too quickly thereafter at 7:08 pm! This is not direct sunlight.

What happens during the Earth wobble to cause this? When the Magnetic N Pole of Earth is still over the horizon, during the day in the Americas, a
bounce back is occurring during the Earth wobble to recover from the last polar push by Planet X. Mexico is closer to the Equator at that time, with
the direct light from the setting Sun blocked by the fat center of the Earth. As those who have observed the wobble moment can attest, when the globe
switches from one posture to another in the Figure 8, it happens rapidly within minutes. When the polar push returns, violently pushing the Magnetic
N Pole which now has migrated to the Siberian Arctic away, Mexico is thrust away from peering over the fat Ecliptic at the Sun into a region where
the skies are receiving more indirect sunlight in the sky. This is not direct light from the Sun, but indirect light bouncing around in the upper
atmosphere. This same phenomena can be again seen on October 10, 2013.
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The timing of this Earth wobble, the polar push against the Earth’s magnetic N Pole, has been noted by an observer in Colorado. It is not just a return
to sunlight, briefly, but shuddering and shaking. This shove can be felt as well as seen on webcams.
I’m visiting Pagosa Springs, Colorado and the last 2 evenings [October 20 and 21], right at sunset I've sat on the second floor porch to have a
glass of wine, on both evenings, I put my glass on a bistro table, the glass started shaking, the wine making a whirlpool in the glass, the
shaking increased to the point it was literally walking across the table, I had to pick it up thinking it was going to topple. I grabbed the edge of
the table thinking it was wind, but no, the table was definitely shaking in my hand. This only lasted less than a minute the first night, but
tonight it lasted a good 2 minutes, (sporadically though). I've looked on USGS, positive that it wasn't big enough to report, but did note that
there was a small quake in Edin, OK, is this part of the New Madrid stretch? I've never experienced a quake, so I'm not sure if what I
experienced was big enough to have been recorded or reported by USGS, but I thought it was very strange for it to happen 2 nights in a row at
about the same time between 5:30-6:00 pm, and I did note on both occasions it was right as the sun was sinking down behind a mountain.t

Venus Ghosts
For months, in late Summer early Fall of 2013, the Internet was abuzz about an object in the western sky just at or after sundown. Changing colors,
and not lining up with any known planet, it was accused variously of being a UFO or an interloper planet. Venus could be seen in the sky, so was ruled
out. The mystery object changed colors, from red to green to blue, and blinked.
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GodlikeProductions Message Board
September 30, 2013
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2369689/pg1
It is not Venus(you can see that clearly to the left/higher). It is not Mercury (can hardly be seen @ all, certainly doesn't have disc like
appendage). You cannot see anything unusual with eyes only, however with a pair of binoculars you can see a round, reddish object as bright
as Venus but with something clearly protruding from it that is disc like but open ended. This bright object - yes, I've been looking at it for
months - is out as soon as the Sun sets-actually, even before the Sun sets it is visible. According to Stellarium, Venus doesn't come out until
11:00 PM. So, how on earth can that be Venus? Seriously? I want to believe it's Venus but it's visible at 7:30! According to almost 200 eyewitness reports - "There really is something strange in western sky around sunset!"
GodlikeProductions Message Board
October 19, 2013
http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2387820/pg1
This object is visible just above the western horizon, right after sunset, but it disappears behind the horizon after only 30 minutes. It's not
Venus. Venus dominates the sky a little later, in an entirely different location, and is white instead of orange. It's not Mars. Mars doesn't show
up until closer to morning. About 8:30 P.M. mountain time.
Unknown Glowing Light In Evening Western Sky – Starship? Comet? Nibiru? Hercolubus?
October 17, 2013
http://beforeitsnews.com/space/2013/10/new-star-in-the-western-sky-unknown
If you are looking at the western sky in the early evening, you will see Arcturus glowing as well as Venus. You will also see a light to the left of
Arcturus that is not defined by either SkEye or Stellarium. You will see this bright light in the early evening in the western sky.
Per the Zetas, this was light from Venus seen through a prism caused by greasy elements in the tail of Planet X. This was not light from Venus directly,
as that white light was seen as the Planet Venus itself. This mystery orb, seen in various places, was a ghost of Venus, bent light appearing where light
from Venus had been sent. Light bends readily, as anyone who has looked at their feet as they stand in water can attest. Rainbows, seen in an oil stain
on the road or in the air, show this too.
ZetaTalk Explanation 10/26/2013: Venus is in the western sky at present, and due to the tail of Planet X wafting in from the right of the Sun, after
sundown the light of Venus is traveling through a lot of trash and dust. What does this do to the light rays, which are essentially sunlight reflected off
the surface of Venus? The colorful objects seen in the evening sky near Venus, puzzling many, are not where the actual object of Venus resides. That is
seen as a white planet. It is when white light, containing all spectrums, separate that a colorful ghost appears. But what is it in the tail of Planet X,
wafting between the Earth and Venus, that is creating this spectrum.
Certainly a gravity pull coming from Planet X at this time accounts for the occasional red appearance of the Venus ghost, as light in the red spectrum
is taking a side trip. We have explained that the tail of Planet X is greasy, filled with petrol elements gathered from the Asteroid Belt, a graveyard of
small planets that were smashed to pieces when Planet X passed through the Asteroid Belt in the past. Life existed there on these water planets, and
the petrol components were formed from this life. Does not a grease or oil stain on the roadway form rainbows when reflecting light? The colorful
ghosts of Venus are yet one more proof that Planet X, aka Nibiru, exists and is riding between the Earth and the Sun!
When Planet X was inbound and being captured on CCD images during the Winter of 2002-2003 there were two personas that appeared – the Red
Persona and the White Persona. The White represented the true location of Planet X, though during much of the imaging, the Red was a much stronger
presence.
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ZetaTalk Explanation 3/29/2003: The first surprise was that two Personas presented, what was termed a Red and a White. This was due to the
multiple light spectrums coming from the Planet X complex, more than one in the red spectrum range. Where filtering for red was done, there are
many red spectrum waves, and the personas represented two distinct types of waves. The White, appearing on target for the coordinates, obviously
Bent Less than the Red, which appeared more changed based on the gravity pull, the distance over the core of the Earth the rays had to travel.
ZetaTalk Explanation 4/12/2003: The Red Persona was the one we emphasized from the start, stating this would be larger than the White, but not
true to the coordinates, so advised to look around the spot. During the season when imaging was being done by amateur scope camera, the Red
Persona was evident throughout, but the White Persona seemed to disappear during the last few weeks before visibility with the unaided eye. We
advised that this was due to deflection and disbursal of light rays in the close hugging dust cloud, so that the White Persona was diffuse.
Both the Red and White were faint starlight objects, surrounded by the haze of the tail, that did not appear on star charts. These persona disappeared
from the old location and moved along, per the Zeta coordinates, to a new location. Planet X was on the move and in-bound, per the Zeta predictions
and the path provided by the Zetas at the start of the ZetaTalk saga in 1995.
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So accurate were the Zeta predictions that the RA and Dec predicted in 1997 for a March 3, 2003 sighting
RA 4.29741 Dec 9.96621 on March 3, 2003
were this close to the corrected coordinates given in February, 2003.
RA 4.21791 Dec 11.75342 on March 2, 2003
Even NASA does not have this precision on their projections. By the end of March, 2003 the complex was visible naked eye, in-bound and moving
fast. The Red and White personas may not have merged completely, the Red still dominant, but the double helix shape, the wings of Planet X, and the
flickering Red persona was most certainly visible!

From my surf of the internet it would appear we are getting more and more reported sightings. Some from South America and middle of USA. I have
also had some at chat indicate they are seeing anomalies at coordinates.
JWilliam
Bless you my soul. Faithful am I and rewarded I am! Spotted exactly where predicted. The Orion belt orientation and SW sky (vantage point:
Sacramento Mtn. NM) was quite precise. Naked eye verification, Binocs. only closer in but no more pronounced. Red flckering to the right, then to the
north, then nothing... then flickering again, some yellow noticed on the opposite side of red on next visibility. Zetas Right Again! I am both scared
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(temporary) and excited!
New Mexico
Someone on the godlikeproductions boards, who was against zetatalk for as long as I've been posting there has spotted Planet X. He took pictures by
making a makeshift stand. I've talked to a good amount of people who've spotted the same thing, many of them against you before and proactive about
it too. Someone else on the thread that he posted them on said they saw the same thing, but couldn't get their telescope to work to get a closer look.
You will get credit and the praise that you deserve soon enough.
Collin
Saw it last night, is now clearly red and fuzzy, right in Taurus like you said, at about 7 PM facing west, below Aldebaran.
Mark

Oarfish Warnings
In March, 2010 oarfish began washing up on the shores of Japan, as detailed in Issue 176 of this newsletter. Legend considers the oarfish, which is a
deep water fish, to be an omen when they wash ashore, warning of pending earthquakes. Not a year later in March, 2011 Japan had a monstrous 9.5
quake (which the USGS quickly downgraded to 9.0), as detailed in Issue 233 of this newsletter .

Oarfish Omen Spells Earthquake Disaster for Japan
March 4, 2010
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/7365076/Oarfish-omen-spells-earthquake
According to traditional Japanese lore, the fish rise to the surface and beach themselves to warn of an impending earthquake - and there are
scientific theories that bottom-dwelling fish may very well be susceptible to movements in seismic fault lines and act in uncharacteristic ways
in advance of an earthquake - but experts here are placing more faith in their constant high-tech monitoring of the tectonic plates beneath the
surface.
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Mw 9.0 Off the Pacific coast of Tohoku Earthquake, Japan
http://www.emsc-csem.org/Page/?id=196
On March 11th, 2011, an earthquake of magnitude Mw 9.0 occurred off the coast of Honshu Island, Japan, at 14:46 local time (05:46 UTC.) It
has been followed by a series of powerful aftershocks, with 31 earthquakes of magnitude larger than 6 in 3 days. The earthquake epicenter is
located approximately 100 km off Miyagi at a depth of 22km. It was widely felt as far as Tokyo, about 400 km away. A tsunami wave was
generated in the Pacific, with wave heights reported at more than 4 m high. Reports from Sendai harbour, Japan, due west of the epicenter,
indicate a wave height reaching 10 m high. This is the largest earthquake ever recorded in Japan, and is among the 5 largest earthquakes
recorded worlwide.
Now oarfish are washing up on the beaches of southern California! They are clearly sounding the alarm, and the Zetas concur. Between the continuous
compression of the Pacific and the bowing of the N American Plate, the oarfish have no escape!

‘Sea Serpents’ or Harbingers? Oarfish Washed Up Year before Japan Quake
October 21, 2013
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http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2013/10/21/oarfish-or-harbingers-sea-serpents-washed
Could the appearance of rare “sea serpents” washing ashore beaches in Southern California portend disaster? The question comes following
the discovery of the carcass of a rare 18-foot-long oarfish off the coast of Catalina Island on Oct. 13, followed by another snakelike 14-footlong oarfish found on Oct. 18 in Oceanside. Fishermen in Japan reported a sharp uptick in oarfish sightings in March 2010 following the
massive magnitude-8.8 earthquake in Chile that same month, which marked almost exactly one year before the country was devastated by its
own magnitude-8.9 quake in northeast Japan. According to traditional Japanese lore, oarfish rise to the water’s surface and beach themselves
to warn of an impending earthquake, a notion that some scientists have speculated could be supported by the bottom-dwelling fish being more
sensitive to seismic shifts.
ZetaTalk Comment 10/26/2013: We have explained when oarfish were coming to the surface off Japan prior to large quakes in Japan that they were
doing so to flee the electromagnetic screech that rock under pressure emits. What does their appearance off the coast of southern California
portend? For several years, while describing the 7 of 10 plate movements and the pressure these movements would place upon the continents, we
have described the N America bow. The center of this bow is approximately San Diego, ie southern California! The N American Plate abuts the
Pacific Plate at this point, with no minor plate to absorb the pressure. The Pacific is compressing, under continuous pressure to do so, and N America
is bowing, in an unrelenting and increasing manner. For the oarfish in the area, there is no escape! They come up from the deep and while on the
surface, get caught in wave action that impels them to the beach.

UK Stretch Hum
The hum has come to the UK. Clearly the UK is in the stretch zone, the western edge pulled down as the Atlantic pulls apart, as can be seen by
looking beneath waves where former land and river erosion can be clearly seen. The hum has been heard in many places worldwide, as this Pole Shift
ning blog documents. As in the case of the Green Bay hum, detailed here in this 2008 newsletter, the hum was followed in 2012 by booms, and then in
2013 by a bridge collapse. Now southern Britain is experiencing both.

Northampton 'Explosions' Treated as Unexplained
June 8, 2013
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-northamptonshire
Three "explosions" heard in the early hours of the morning in Northampton are being treated as unexplained. Andy Gineikis, who lives nearby,
said he heard a "loud bang" similar to a shotgun blast at about 03:30 BST. Western Power Distribution said there had been a power cut in the
Abington area of Northampton at about 04:40. A final call was received at 05:20 from the Stanley Road area but nothing untoward was
found. No investigations are ongoing.
Mystery Boom Rocks Stretford UK
October 6, 2013
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/mystery-bang
People living in the area reported hearing the massive bang around 8pm, with people going out into the road to see what had happened. But
police, ambulance and fire services all said they had no record of any incidents in the area which could explain the explosion.
Mystery Noise Causes Misery Across the County
October 17, 2013
http://metro.co.uk/2013/10/16/nightmare-for-southampton-residents
Southampton residents say they are being plagued by the same sound that is making life a misery for people living on the eastern edge of the
New Forest. As revealed in yesterday’s Daily Echo, the low-frequency drone is causing sleepless nights in Hythe, Holbury and Dibden Purlieu.
It started with a low rumble about 18 months ago and has been getting steadily worse since last Sunday. I notice it when I go to bed at
10.30pm and it still seems to be going on when I get up the next morning.
Mystery Humming Noise Plagues More UK Residents
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October 18, 2013
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-24584431
Earlier this week, Southampton residents complained of a mystery humming noise. Turns out residents to the east in Hythe Village are also
being kept awake at night. The noise started in August and now Hampshire County Council and the Environment Agency is trying to work out
where it is coming from.
At a loss as to how to explain the booms and hum, the authorities reach for absurd explanations. In Seattle, during the Seattle drums in 2003, the
excuse was burping manhole covers, not amorous fish as stated in this recent UK excuse. Yes, amorous fish! Note that this excuse is to cover the hum
inland as well as along the coast, and per one woman the hum has been continuous for the past 18 months. Nor did the amorous fish keep them awake
all night in past years! Please, just admit it, it’s because Britain is in the stretch zone and the 7 of 10 plate movements are in process!

Are fish Having Sex Keeping Part of a City Awake?
October 23, 2013
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2473146/Is-humming-thats-keeping-Southampton
Amorous fish could be responsible for a mysterious humming noise keeping people awake at night.
Residents in a part of Southampton, Hamsphire, have been struggling to get to sleep because of the puzzling noise, which starts at 10pm and
drones on all night. Observers say the sound heard on Southampton Water is similar to the so-called West Seattle Hum, which plagued parts of
the US city this time last year.
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